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National Marine Fisheries Service

Southern California Steelhead Listing

Southern California
Steelhead Recovery
Planning Area
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National Marine Fisheries Service

Steelhead Life-History
Variable Life-Histories:

Freshwater

Anadromous

Fresh-Water

Brackish

Lagoon-Anadromous
Variations

Marine
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National Marine Fisheries Service

Southern California Steelhead Recovery Planning
Develop Scientific Framework
Characterize historic (unimpaired) and current O.
mykiss population structure
Develop scientifically based viability criteria for
populations and metapopulations (ESU)
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National Marine Fisheries Service

Principal Findings: Population Characterization

▪ Historic distribution
of O. mykiss
widespread
throughout coastal
watersheds

1940

Los Angeles River

▪ Current distribution
of O. mykiss is still
widespread

2012

San Juan Creek
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National Marine Fisheries Service

Principal Findings: Population Characterization
▪ Steelhead nearly

eliminated from
about one-third of
the watersheds

▪ Steelhead severely
depressed in the
remaining occupied
watersheds
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National Marine Fisheries Service

Principal Findings: Population Characterization
▪ Above artificial barrier
O. mykiss are an integral
component of anadromous
populations
▪ Above artificial barrier
O. mykiss populations
have the potential to resume
an anadromous life-history
Sepulveda Dam – Los Angeles River
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National Marine Fisheries Service

Steelhead ESU-DPS Viability
Recovery Goals
▪ Preserve over-all species diversity (genetic,
phenotypic, life-history)
▪ Protect species from extinction due to catastrophic
disturbance (wildfires, flooding, droughts)
Note: 1000-year time horizon
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Southern California Steelhead Recovery Plan
Southern California Biogeographic Population Groups
Los Angeles River

Monte Arido
Conception Coast

Mojave Rim
Santa Monica
Mountains

Santa Catalina
Gulf Coast
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National Marine Fisheries Service

Southern California Steelhead Recovery Plan
4
Recovered
Populations
5 Biogeographic
Population
Groups

3

3

3
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National Marine Fisheries Service

Southern California Steelhead Recovery Plan
Mojave Rim- 3 Core Populations
Los Angeles River

San Gabriel River

Santa Ana River
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National Marine Fisheries Service

Steelhead in the Mojave Rim BPG

Remnant
native
O. mykiss
populations
within the
Mojave Rim
BPG

?
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National Marine Fisheries Service

Los Angeles River Watershed
Mojave Rim – Los Angeles River
Watershed Area:
837 sq. mi.

Stream Length:
766 mi.

Public Ownership:
25%

Human Population:
5 million
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National Marine Fisheries Service

Mainstem Los Angeles River
Mojave Rim – Los Angeles River
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National Marine Fisheries Service

Intrinsic Potential Steelhead Habitat

Los Angeles River

Arroyo Seco

Intrinsic Potential
Steelhead Habitat
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National Marine Fisheries Service

Intrinsic Potential Steelhead Habitat

Los Angeles River

Arroyo Seco

Intrinsic Potential
Steelhead Habitat
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National Marine Fisheries Service

Arroyo Seco
Mojave Rim – Arroyo Seco

Refugia Habitat
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National Marine Fisheries Service

Southern California Steelhead Recovery Plan
Mojave Rim – Arroyo Seco

Brown Canyon Dam
Pasadena Water & Power Diversion
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National Marine Fisheries Service

Southern California Steelhead Recovery Plan
Major Dam
& Diversion
Effects
1 –Passage
2 – Flows
3. Sediment
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National Marine Fisheries Service

Steelhead Recovery Actions
▪

Fish passage

▪

Flow management

▪

Flood control management

▪

Riparian corridor restoration

▪

Sediment management

▪

Non-native species control

▪

Estuary restoration

▪

Research and Monitoring
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Southern California Steelhead Recovery Planning
Other Federally
Listed Species
Species of
Special Concern
Pacific Lamprey
California Red-legged Frog

Tidewater Goby

Snowy Plover

Arroyo Toad
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WILDLIFE TARGET
HABITAT CHARACTERISTICS
WATER MANAGEMENT

Shorebirds

Waterfowl

Pollinators

• Legs are often long and thin.
• Bills thin. If long, then used to probe
in the soil. If short, then used to peck
food off the surface of the ground.
• Eat various bugs, worms and other
invertebrates.
• 13 species use the Central Valley
regularly.
• Some populations are declining;
others are stable.

• Ducks, geese and swans
• Most have flat bills that filter plants,
seeds and invertebrates from the
water and mud for food.
• Webbed feet make them strong
swimmers.
• Some populations are declining;
others are stable.

• More than 1,000 species of honey
bees, native bees, butterflies and
beetles.
• Wide range of sizes and colors, from
tiny sweat bees less than ¼” long to
monarch butterflies larger than 3”.
• Nearly all populations are declining.

• Open mudflats or shallowly flooded
environments.
• Some short, sparse vegetation is OK.
• Less than 40% vegetation cover is
recommended.
• Remaining vegetation should be
smashed or incorporated.

• Open water is generally preferred for
feeding.
• Some species like vegetation
(cattails/tules) to hide in.
• Some dry land (berms or islands) is
important for resting areas.
• Vegetation on resting areas should
not be very dense. However, some
species that breed in Central Valley
would use denser vegetation for
nesting.
• Forage plants for waterfowl
(watergrass, smartweed and swamp
timothy) will provide food during
winter.

• Prefer a diversity of native vegetation
that flowers (providing food and
cover) throughout the year.
• Plant vegetation along the sides and
throughout the basin bottom.
• Drier areas should remain
undisturbed (no disking) to provide
nesting habitat in soil.

Timing
• Shorebirds are present in the Central
Valley year-round.
• Migration is a critical period when
habitat is needed: spring (March to
May) and fall (July to September).

Timing
• Winter (October to March) is the most
important time to provide habitat for
waterfowl in the Central Valley.
• Some species breed in the Central
Valley from March to mid-July.

Timing
• Water should not inundate vegetation
for long periods in areas designated
as a dry zone because it can kill the
plants and drowns the burrowing
insects

Depth
• Saturated mudflat to 6 inches deep.
• Variable water depth is ideal and will
benefit a wider diversity of shorebirds
and other waterbirds

Depth
• Water depths from 6 inches to 18
inches are recommended.
• Some species will use depths greater
than 18 inches.
• Forage plants may require additional
irrigation in dry periods.

Depth
• Plant in zones related to how much
water each will likely receive. Some
will only get winter rain, some flooded
only occasionally, others flooded
regularly.

Building multibenefit
recharge basins

This document highlights best practices as understood by wildlife experts and practitioners as of February 2020.
If you are interested in participating in a pilot project or providing feedback, please contact recharge@pointblue.org.
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As California faces an unpredictable water
future, policy makers and water managers
across the state are seeking solutions
to build resilience into our water supply
system. Groundwater recharge is an
excellent tool to replenish depleted aquifers
and bank water for future use. In addition
to helping water managers balance their
water budget, groundwater recharge
also provides an opportunity to create
habitat for wildlife. This guide highlights
recharge basin management strategies
that create wildlife habitat and provide
operational benefits to basin managers.

Planting vegetation on basin bottoms
during dry spells can also help maintain
recharge rates over time as roots create
channels for water to infiltrate the soil.

Operational Benefits

Funding Sources

Reduce sediment and clogging
Sediment buildup and pore clogging can
greatly diminish the efficiency of basin
recharge. Creating multiple subbasins
within a series can allow for the first
receiving basin to act as a settling area,
enabling the successive basins to recharge
more efficiently over time. Settling basins
filter fine sediment in the water and
minimize clogging of successive recharge
ponds. Creating basins with a sloped floor
will result in sediment accumulation in a
smaller area, reducing the operational
cost of removing sediment buildup.

Potential federal, state and local funding
sources for multibenefit recharge projects
that create waterbird habitat include:
• Wildlife Conservation Board
Pacific Flyway Program
• U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Partners
for Fish and Wildlife Program
• Natural Resources Conservation
Service Environmental Quality
Incentives Program
• California Department of Fish and
Wildlife California Waterfowl
Habitat Program

Stabilize basins
Planting vegetation along the sides of
basins will help prevent erosion and
stabilize berms. These plantings can also
inhibit the establishment of nuisance
weeds such as Russian thistle.
Installing perching structures for hawks
can help control burrowing rodents
that can compromise berms.

Key features of
multibenefit recharge
Berms planted with perennial
grasses and shrubs from local
seed can prevent bank erosion and
provide additional habitat for birds
and pollinators.

Earthen berms can be used to create
separate basins. Interbasin water
control structures are needed to
control movement, flow rate, and
water levels in and between basins.

When multiple basins exist together, they should be filled in a hierarchical order
with certain basins flooded first and more frequently, while others are filled only
occasionally. Designating basins as high, medium and low priority for flooding
will allow the more frequently flooded basins to support vegetation that requires
more water, thereby creating a broader diversity of vegetation and associated
wildlife species.

Grazing is the recommended method
for vegetation management due to its
low cost and effectiveness. There is a
risk of soil compaction if herds are too
dense or if grazers are applied for an
extended duration. Grazing should
only be used when soil conditions are
dry to avoid soil compaction.

Frequent heavy disking and mowing
is not recommended for vegetation
removal as heavy equipment can
result in soil compaction and reduced
infiltration rates. However, these
methods may be needed periodically to
control overgrowth of cattails or tule.

Over time, sediment can build up,
resulting in clogged soil pores and
decreased infiltration rates. Excess
sediment can be removed using
a grader and then added to islands
within the recharge basins, providing
resting habitat for waterbirds.

Deeper basins should be avoided as they tend to
compress clogging layers into the recharge basin
floor, reducing infiltration rates over time.
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Burrowing rodents can cause
structural damage to earthen berms.
Because rodenticides can be harmful
to wildlife, we suggest alternative
methods for rodent control, including
trapping and/or installing owl boxes
and perching structures for hawks to
encourage predation.

When possible, use surface water
from natural waterways to supply
recharge basins. This will expedite
the introduction of vegetation and
invertebrates, which can act to jumpstart habit creation.

Establishing a vegetated forebay at
the basin inflow can help filter water
and reduce sediment transport and
clogging throughout the basin system.

A balance between aquatic vegetation and open water
is essential to providing habitat and mitigating potential
issues, such as excessive mosquito and algae growth.
Managers should aim for 30% vegetation coverage in
the shallow areas of the basin. This may include rooted,
floating and submersed aquatic vegetation.

Native Fish Occurrence
in Angeles National
Forest Creeks and
Streams
JANUARY 2020

SRMA 4500 Glenwood Dr., Riverside, CA. 92501
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Introduction
Native fish occupation in many parts of Southern
California have declined due to a number of factors,
including drought, fire, development and non-native
predatory fish and amphibian species.
This report was developed to show
approximate locations of native fish individuals
or populations found or observed during the
normal course of field surveys, monitoring and
restoration projects that the Southwest
Resource Management Association conducts
on its individual properties, conservation
easements or on public lands for landowners,
the US Forest Service and various
municipalities. The report is not meant to
replace population estimates for scientific
purposes or for listing or for long-term projects.
Upper Big Tujunga Creek – September 2019

Many Southern California creeks and streams
were impacted by the 2014-2017 drought
period, with many perennial streams going
intermittently dry, or lower reaches drying out
altogether. Many local creeks have flows of 12cfs under normal conditions, so reduced rain
and snowmelt greatly affect the hydrology of
these smaller watersheds. Larger systems
such as the Los Angeles, Santa Clara and San
Gabriel rivers were less affected, although
flows were greatly reduced and native fish
populations were affected by less velocity,
which allows for sediment accumulation,
reducing spawning. While we have made
every effort to maintain the accuracy of the
locations and relative numbers of fish that were
found or observed, we recommend that field
verification be made before determining current
presence or absence for the purposes of
construction projects or population estimates.
The aerial map on the following page shows
approximate location of the major waters
sampled during the last several years and
species of fish found or observed, which were
mainly on forest service lands.
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Santa Clara River: Santa Ana Sucker, Unarmored Three-spine Stickleback, Partially Armored Stickleback
San Fransisquito Creek: Unarmored Three-spine Stickleback
Bouquet Creek: Costal Rainbow Trout (extirpated?), Partially armored Three-spine stickleback
Soledad Canyon (Santa Clara River): Unarmored Three-spine stickleback
Pacioma Creek: Arroyo Chub, Unarmored Three-spine stickleback (both fire extirpated?).
Lower Big Tujunga Creek: Arroyo Chub, Santa Ana Speckled Dace, Santa Ana Sucker, Coastal Rainbow Trout
Haines Creek: Santa Ana sucker, Arroyo chub
Alder Creek: Speckled Dace, Santa Ana Sucker, Arroyo Chub, Costal Rainbow Trout
Arroyo Seco Creek: Arroyo Chub, Coastal Rainbow Trout
Big Santa Anita Creek: Coastal Rainbow Trout
Big Rock Creek: Coastal Rainbow Trout (DFW planted)
Buckhorn Creek: Coastal Rainbow Trout (DFW planted)
Fish Creek: Speckled Dace and Arroyo Chub (fire extirpated?)
San Gabriel River West, North. East Forks: Arroyo Chub, Santa Ana Speckled Dace, Santa Ana Sucker, Rainbow
Bear Creek: Santa Ana Sucker, Santa Ana Speckled Dace, Arroyo Chub, Coastal Rainbow Trout
Cattle Canyon Creek: Santa Ana Sucker, Speckled Dace, Coastal Rainbow Trout
Lower San Dimas Creek: Santa Ana Sucker (introduced/extirpated?), Coastal Rainbow Trout
San Antonio Creek: Coastal Rainbow Trout (planted), Santa Ana speckled dace
Little Rock Creek: Coastal Rainbow Trout (DFW planted)

*While numerous smaller tributary streams to these main water bodies exist, the potential for small meta-populations of native fish species to occur
in these waters is low, due to fish barriers and seasonal drying, but they should be considered in long-term management plans. Lowland portions
of the streams on the map were not sampled on a regular basis and were not included. Non-native species have not been listed.
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Methodology
Surveys targeted the Los Angeles, San Gabriel and
Santa Clara river systems and associated tributaries,
mainly in the Angeles National Forest, using both
underwater gear and traditional e-fish equipment.
SRMA staff used a number of sampling
methods, mainly underwater cameras,
snorkeling, and at times, a Smith-Root LR-24
e-fishing unit with knotless dip nets with ¼”
mesh on fiberglass poles. Sampling was
mainly focused on determining the presence or
absence of fish species, and not to determine
the actual number of fish in a reach or stream.
All sampling was limited to the non-spawning
season, but visual observation occurred yearround to determine active spawning and
reproduction.

Arroyo Chub – Big Tujunga Creek
Camera surveys were done in areas that were
not easily observed by visual methods (inperson, binoculars) and in pools or swift riffles
that make visual observation difficult. In deep
pools where camera tethers and pols would not
reach, snorkeling was conducted and at least
two passes were made to observe fish. Fish
were counted either using a PVC arm band or
verbally replying to a person on shore the
number and species observed.

5
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Presence/absence methods used in shallow
sections included visual observation of fish
through movement in the water column (swim
habits, coloration, size) and the location in the
creek or stream (pool, riffle, run, glide, etc.), or
where fish were most likely to occur based on
life state and species. During the summer
months, some stream sections were so shallow
that fish could not negotiate passage or were
not present due to water temperature or depth
restrictions. In these cases, many areas were
not surveyed due to these poor habitat
conditions. In the locations where fish could
find refuge, visual and e-shock methods were
used. In many areas, fish surveys could not be
conducted due to an excessive number of
downed trees and woody debris which made
the majority of the reaches inaccessible for
either electroshocking or snorkeling, such as
upper North Fork of SGR, portions of lower Big
Tujunga Creek and parts of Bouquet Creek.

Santa Ana Speckled Dace – East Fork SGR

In larger bodies of water, or sites where deep
pools or runs were present, snorkeling was the
main observation method used since deep
water did not allow for netting or e-fish
backpack use. An Olympus 850 hand held
camera was used as well as a Deep Water (t)
tether camera on an extendable pole (20’) to
find fish under rocks and areas where larger
units or persons could not negotiate.
Snorkeling was mainly used in the Tujunga
and San Gabriel River sites due to greater
depth restrictions.

Snorkeling:
Snorkel surveys were conducted by a team of
two biologists, one biologist snorkeling and the
other standing on the bank providing assistance
and/or recording survey results. All snorkeling
surveys were conducted by either Kerwin
Russell or Brett Mills (SRMA). In areas where
staff entered the water and did surveys beyond
visual observation, up to two snorkel passes
were conducted per reach depending on the
amount of suitable habitat, visibility within each
reach and the location.
6
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To prevent water from ‘silting up’ with disturbed
sediment, each pass was conducted by slowly
edging upstream, the snorkeler looking toward
the deeper bank or along the thalweg (deepest
channel within the stream cross-section). In
portions of the reach that were shallow, the
snorkeler would carefully crawl over the rocks
while keeping his mask in the water. Individual
fish were counted when they were passed as
the diver moved upstream, which helped to
avoid fish being counted more than once.
Undercut banks, woody debris, root masses,
or other types of in-stream cover were closely
examined with a diving light to detect any
sheltering fish.
Snorkelers signaled to the data keeper on the
bank using different hand signals to
communicate species and size class. Fish
sizes were visually estimated by the observer.
Electrofishing:
E-fishing was conducted using a single
backpack electrofisher (Smith Root Model LR24), adhering to the sampling guidelines
provided by the USFWS and AFS, when
necessary, during population estimates, using
a pulse frequency of 30 Hertz, width did not
exceed 5 milliseconds and the duty cycle was
15 percent. The voltage output was 150 volts,
except in reaches where the voltage output
was increased to 200 volts because of deeper
water. The same voltage was used on the
electrofisher on all passes within a reach.

Native Fish in the Angeles National Forest
2020
Capture effort was monitored by using the
timing device on the electrofisher. After the first
pass, the number of seconds that the
electrofisher was used on that pass became the
target for each additional pass in the reach. The
removal-depletion method calls for a minimum
of three passes at each sampling reach or two
consecutive passes with negative results. The
reach is sampled until a depletion pattern is
shown; reaches may require more than three
passes to show depletion if a large number of
fish are present.
In most cases, only a single pass is necessary
to show if fish are present when not conducting
a population estimate. In these cases, the
shocker was used in and around boulders and
places where small fish may hide. The anode
and cathode are used in tandem to
appropriately shock and determine if the reach
was occupied. Longer reaches in a shorter
period of time can be sampled using this
method as it does not require the placement of
block nets, weighing and measuring of fish and
counting of each individual. When fish are
found, the few that are shocked can be weighed
and measured and identified as to species, and
sometimes sex, if it can be determined. After
initial identification, the survey determines the
extent of the occupation and if there was a
dominant species present. When a reach was
deteremined to be occupied, the crew would
move to another reach or complete the survey.
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The P/A tables on the following pages
generally indicate whether a species was
abundant (a), common (c), uncommon
(uc) or rare (r) by the letter symbol and was
determined through the number of species
observed, caught or shocked over the
course of the survey. Only the numbers of
fish seen, caught or shocked were
included in the totals. No population
estimates have been developed or
provided in this report.

Santa Ana Sucker from Lower North Fork, San Gabriel
River, fall 2018.

Results
Survey efforts were mainly focused on
determining the presence or absence of fish
species, native or exotic, and if certain species
existed within a watershed or waterway.
Results of the sampling efforts can be found on
the following pages, identified by stream name,
reach of the stream and fish species. If no fish
were found in that reach, an N/P is indicated
(not present). While drought and low water
conditions can sometimes concentrate or
extirpate meta-populations of fish, it does not
necessarily indicate that the population has
been lost. Catastrophic events such as fire
and post fire debris flows can bury or suffocate
fish, but some species have been known to
overcome mild events and re-populate
streams years later. (R. Rodriguez, 2003 pers.
communication)

Tuberculate male sucker, Bear Creek
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Waterbody/Reach Name
Santa Clara River
I-15 W Reach

Species

Observed/Method

Est. Abundance
SAS - Common
PATS - Uncommon
UTS - Rare

SAS, PATS, UTS

Yes/Camera

San Fransisquito Creek

UTS (reintroduced by
DFW/FWS) see
DFW website for
more info.

Yes/Visual

Rare

Bouquet Creek

PATS-(PA
Introduced)
UTS

Yes/Visual

UTS – Extirpated
PATS - Common

Soledad Cyn - SCR

SAS, UTS

Yes/Visual

SAS – Extirpated?
UTS - Uncommon

Pacoima Creek

AC, UTS

No/Visual/Camera

AC – Extirpated?
UTS – Extirpated?

Yes/Snorkeling/
e-shock

SAS – Uncommon
SD – Uncommon
AC – Common
RT - Uncommon
SAS – Extirpated?
RT – Yes/Rare
SD – Extirpated?

Lower Big Tujunga

SAS, SD, AC, RT

Upper Big Tujunga

SAS, RT, SD

No/e-shock

Haines Creek

SAS, AC

Yes/Visual

SAS – Common
AC - Uncommon

Lower Alder Creek

RT, SD

Yes/Visual/Camera

RT – Uncommon
SD – Extirpated?

Arroyo Seco Creek

RT, AC

Yes/Visual/Netting

RT – Uncommon
AC - Rare

Eaton Canyon

RT, SD

Yes/Camera

RT – Common
SD - Rare
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Survey Reach

Start: 34°25'35.12"N
118°35'13.11"W
End: 34°25'57.30"N
118°36'57.76"W
Conducted Sep 15,2017
Start: 34°35'40.96"N
118°26'49.09"W
End: 34°36'2.34"N
118°26'43.96"W
Conducted Oct 9, 2016
Start: 34°30'30.88"N
118°27'10.69"W
End: 34°30'54.96"N
118°26'55.10"W
Conducted Oct 2018
Start: 34°26'19.42"N
118°19'7.43"W
End: 34°26'26.84"N
118°18'20.06"W
Conducted Sep 2018
Start: 34°20'48.11"N
118°22'12.14"W
End: 34°20'32.72"N
118°23'39.20"W
Conducted Sep 2017
Start: 34°18'7.09"N
118°15'34.98"W
End: 34°17'31.68"N
118°11'24.89"W
Conducted Oct 2018
Start: 34°18'6.57"N
118°10'33.78"W
End: 34°18'21.63"N
118° 9'47.71"W
Conducted Aug 2019
Start: 34°16'4.44"N
118°20'41.56"W
End: 34°15'58.00"N
118°20'56.50"W
Conducted Sep 2016
Start: 34°18'32.53"N
118° 4'24.77"W
End: 34°18'56.72"N
118° 4'6.13"W
Conducted Nov 2012
Start: 34°12'11.56"N
118° 9'58.99"W
End: 34°12'31.35"N
118°10'19.13"W
Conducted Dec 2010
Start: 34°11'37.39"N
118° 6'16.22"W
End: 34°11'47.81"N
118° 6'8.48"W
Conducted Apl 2014

Reach Length
1,500 meters

500 meters

725 meters

1,000 meters

3,700 meters

Reach 1 = 680m
Reach 2 = 470m

1,400 meters

250 meters

600 meters

Reach 1 = 790m
Reach 2 = 1,000

900 meters
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Big Santa Anita Creek

RT

Yes/Visual/Fishing

Common

Big Rock Creek

RT (introduced)

Yes

Common

Buckhorn Creek

RT (introduced)

Yes/Visual/Fishing

Common

Fish Creek

SD, RT

San Gabriel West Fork

San Gabriel North Fork

San Gabriel East Fork

SAS, SD, AC, RT

SAS, SD, AC, RT

SAS, SD, AC, RT

No/Camera

Yes/Snorkeling/
Camera

Yes/Snorkeling/
Camera

Yes/Snorkeling

Both Extirpated?
SAS – Uncommon
SD – Uncommon
AC – Uncommon
RT - Common
SAS – Common
(lower)
SD – Uncommon
AC – Uncommon
RT - Common
SAS – Common
(lower)
SD – Uncommon
AC – Uncommon
(lower)
RT – Common to
abundant
SAS – Not Observed
SD – Rare
AC – Not Observed
RT - Common

Cattle Canyon

SAS, SD, AC, RT

Yes/Snorkeling

Lower San Dimas Creek

SAS, RT

E-shock/Visual

San Antonio Creek

RT, SD

Yes/Visual/Fishing

RT- Abundant
SD - Rare

Little Rock Creek

RT, PATS(introduced)

Yes/Visual/Fishing

RT – Common
PATS - Uncommon

UTS
(introduced?)

No/unknown

Escondido Cyn (SCR)

SAS – Extirpated
(introduced)
RT – Common
(upper)

Extirpated?
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Start: 34°12'1.38"N
118° 1'8.42"W
End: 34°12'41.92"N
118° 1'10.92"W
Conducted Apl 2015
Start: 34°28'4.23"N
118° 1'15.07"W
End: 34°26'51.12"N
118° 0'56.31"W
Conducted Oct 2013
Start: 34°21'35.22"N
117°54'30.33"W
End: 34°21'39.05"N
117°54'8.77"W
Conducted Nov 2015
Start: 34°10'5.86"N
117°55'32.12"W
End: 34°10'14.09"N
117°55'30.82"W
Conducted Oct 2014
Start: 34°14'23.39"N
117°53'2.97"W
End: 34°14'24.37"N
117°53'35.59"W
Conducted in Aug 2018
Start: 34°14'54.43"N
117°51'50.86"W
End: 34°15'24.77"N
117°51'22.99"W
Conducted in Sep 2018
Start: 34°13'56.76"N
117°47'59.51"W
End: 34°13'55.38"N
117°47'45.01"W
Conducted in Sep 2018
Start: 34°13'45.98"N
117°46'2.28"W
End: 34°13'46.87"N
117°45'46.48"W
Conducted in Sep 2017
Start: 34° 8'47.18"N
117°46'35.38"W
End: 34° 9'14.33"N
117°46'20.42"W
Conducted Feb 6, 2014
Start: 34°12'45.56"N
117°40'24.37"W
End: 34°13'9.18"N
117°39'57.49"W
Conducted on
Start: 34°24'33.29"N
117°58'3.85"W
End: 34°24'26.37"N
117°57'26.19"W
Conducted on
No Survey Conducted

590 meters

1,300 meters

1,300 meters

300 meters

900 meters

800 meters

480 meters

700 meters

1,000 meters

1,300 meters

850 meters
Listed in Status
and Dist. 1993
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Species Acronyms:
AC = Arroyo Chub (Gilia orcutti)
PATS = Partially-Armored Stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus)
RT = Coastal Rainbow Trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss)
SAS = Santa Ana Sucker (Catostomus santaanae)
SD = Santa Ana Speckled Dace (Rhinichthys osculus)
UTS = Unarmored Three-spine Stickleback (G. aculeatus williamsonii)
East Fork San Gabriel River – Spring 2018

The upper reaches of most streams were not
impacted by non-native aquatic species (fish
and/or amphibians), there were some
reaches of streams that occurred on national
forest lands where non-natives where found
due to impoundments downstream or
upstream of the sampled reaches that
provided introduction points.

While fish were found in almost every
stream, recent fires, subsequent floods and
persistent drought conditions have reduced
overall numbers and spatial scale of the
populations that remain. Some reaches had
good overall numbers, estimated from visual
observations, but actual size classes and
sexes were not determined. Of the native
species, coastal rainbow trout were the most
abundant, but many populations have been
stocked over many decades, so only those
populations where genetic testing has been
done are determined to be of native
ancestry. Only the West Fork of the San
Gabriel River population has been
determined to be of native stocks. (DFW
2005).

While this was not common, locations where
introduced species were found included; the
east and west forks of the San Gabriel River,
upstream from approximately one mile of the
San Gabriel Reservoir. Lower Big Tujunga
Creek and its tributary, Haines Creek. Lower
San Dimas Creek (below San Dimas Dam),
the lower reaches of the Los Angeles River,
(below Sepulveda Basin) San Gabriel River,
(Morris and San Gabriel Reservoirs), Santa
Clara River, through Santa Clarita, near
Magic Mountain, the Santa Ana River (from
Rialto Channel to Imperial Blvd in Yorba
Linda).

Non-Native Species: The presence of nonnative fish are noted in the following table,
and while these are much less of an issue in
upland streams, they can still constitute a
problem for some native species where they
occur together, and are in high numbers.
11
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Non-Native Fish Species Found and General Locations:
1. Black Bullhead (Ameiurus melas):

Morris and San Gabriel Reservoirs, LA River

2. Bluegill (Lepomis macrochirus):

Morris and San Gabriel Reservoirs, Big Tujunga, LA River

3. Carp (Cyprinus carpio):

Lower San Gabriel and LA Rivers

4. Channel Catfish (Ictalurus punctatus):

LA River, Lower Santa Ana (below Prado Dam)

5. Fathead Minnow (Pimephales promelas)

Lower Tujunga, Haines Creek, SGR

6. Common Goldfish (Carassius auratus)

Lower LA and San Gabriel Rivers

7. Green Sunfish (Lepomis cyanellus)

Morris and San Gabriel Reservoirs, Big Tujunga, LA River

8. Largemouth Bass (Micropterus salmoides)

Lower Big Tujunga Creek, LA River, Santa Clara River

9. Mosquito Fish (Gambusia affinis)

LA, San Gabriel, Santa Clara, Santa Ana Rivers

10. Mozambique Tilapia (Oreochromis mossambicus)

LA River

11. Silver-sided Minnow (Richardsonius balteatus):

Santa Ana River below Prado Dam

12. Yellow Bullhead

Morris and San Gabriel Reservoirs (SGR), LA River

(Ameiurus natalis)

2

1

11

3
1. Bluegill (San Gabriel Res.)
2. Common Carp (Lower SGR)
3. Green Sunfish (Camp 19, on
East Fork, SGR)

12

Note: Most exotic species have
been found in large water bodies
and in lower reaches of local
rivers, streams and creeks.
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Non-native, invasive species have been
found primarily in lower elevation water
bodies during survey efforts, and not
normally in higher elevation, forest waters or
those where an introduction site was
present, such as a main highway, large
water body such as a lake or impoundment
like San Gabriel, Morris, Cogswell or
Hansen Dams where purposeful stocking or
private introductions were taking place and
private properties where landowners
introduce species in an effort to provide
fishing opportunities. When present, these
locations are the main infestation points and
the species introduced are usually warm
water fishes that do not reproduce or invade
as readily in cold water environments or
streams were water is swift, shallow and of
high gradient. (Swift,1993).

Occupation by these exotic species is
usually associated with warm water bodies,
such as lakes or reservoirs that are located
in-stream in the watershed, and where they
can easily migrate upstream or downstream
of the impoundment. Most warm water
species, of which all the introduced species
in this report are, have limited vertical
movement ability, or cannot negotiate
barriers much greater than 12”. These
species have evolved in stagnate or still
water bodies and do not possess the ability
to jump vertically more than their body
length. (Northcote, 1963).
Movement or migration of these fish is
usually through dam releases, flooding
dispersal, individuals swimming between
deep water pools in a stream or river reach
that has limited barriers and human releases
into waters near urban areas.

During the surveys, some non-native
species were removed if they were caught in
high numbers, while others were just
observed visually.
During the Tujunga
surveys where many days were spent
assessing the native fish population,
hundreds of crawdads and fathead minnows
were removed so that they were not placed
back into areas where native fish, such as
Santa Ana Sucker were in low numbers, so
that competition and predation would be
reduced for a period of time.

Seasonal changes in water temperature,
depth and velocity can sometimes exclude
these species and limit their range,
especially when these conditions change
regularly within the drainage.
Upper
watersheds have little or no non-native
species because the hydrology and geology
of
these
sites
naturally
prevents
establishment. (USGS 2020).

13
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Conclusions
Conditions in the upper watersheds of the
San Gabriel, San Bernardino, Santa Ana
and San Jacinto Mountains of Southern
California have been somewhat buffered
from
development
and
urbanization
compared to lower elevation creeks and
streams. This has led to a relatively stable
environment in which native fish can sustain
and survive.
But impacts to these
populations can come in a number of forms,
some from stochastic events and others
caused by human activities. Some of these
are; 1) Arson or accidental fires that cause
mud a debris flows in winter, sometimes
extirpating whole fish and amphibian
populations. 2) Drought that can cause
intermittent or seasonal drying, killing metapopulations of fish, which then cause
reduced reproductive success. 3) Damming
or channelization of streams that prevent
natural migration or movement of fish.

In some smaller streams, native populations
have a difficult time moving between
reaches, in that natural conditions
sometimes create isolated populations of
fish that then reproduce with related
individuals, eventually causing genetic
decline. While some fish species have
developed unique coping mechanisms, such
as desert pupfish, others have become
imperiled in their native ranges due to
isolation and environmental changes.

While these are a few of the impacts that can
affect native fish populations, other natural
conditions can also reduce the sustainability
of a species and cause bottlenecking,
introgression and other genetic challenges
that sometimes cannot be overcome without
physical
intervention
(translocation/reintroduction) or sometimes captive breeding
for select populations.

Cucamonga Creek

In steep, upper drainages, natural barriers
prevent upstream movement of fish, and if
the stream does not provide a large enough
habitat within the reaches that are occupied,
some genetic decline can be expected.
Even with these effects present, many
Angeles Forest streams still have viable
populations of native fish and good to
excellent habitat conditions.
14
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One native fish, arroyo chub, Gila orcuttii,
has been occasionally taken in the
Sepulveda Dam area in the 1990s.
Otherwise, native fish have not been taken
in the LA River vicinity since the early 1950s.
Much of the information on original
distribution and biology of local native fishes
is reviewed in reports by Swift et al. (1993),
Moyle (2002), Dagit et al. (2005) and Swift
and Howard (2008), as well as in several
unpublished contract reports that are on file
with DFW or the Los Angeles Department of
Public Works.

Lower portions of the major rivers (Los
Angeles, San Gabriel and Santa Clara) have
been
largely
impacted
by
urban
development and associated changes to the
watersheds. Flood control, detention and
retention basis, channelization, de-watering
and pollution have greatly changed both the
hydrology and environment of these lower
rivers, making it nearly impossible for native
fish to survive.
It is rare to find native fish outside of the
national forest, or in waters that flow through
urban centers, unless that particular
drainage has a year-round source of fair
quality water and the reaches are not full of
non-native fish that predate the usually
smaller native species. (FOLAR State of the
River, 2008). Parts of the Santa Ana River
in Riverside County still have robust
populations of Santa Ana sucker and Arroyo
Chub that survive in tertiary-treated
wastewater.

Many populations of native fish exist in the
upper watersheds due to these locations
being designated as wild and scenic, special
status fishing waters by DFW or are isolated
due to the sheer distance and difficulty of
access from urban centers, which makes it
difficult for most but only the serious angler
or backcountry enthusiast.
These drainages are usually the last refugia
for Southern California native fish and most
often, the only locations where these
species can be found on a regular basis.
While local populations can fluctuate from
year to year, their presence indicates that
overall conditions continue to support the
reproduction, recruitment and survival of the
species within that watershed.

15
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Photo Points
The following photos show some of the watershed conditions and general habitats that were
sampled during the surveys. Actual conditions may vary by stream, season and runoff amounts
and are meant for reference purposes only. Photos by Brett Mills, Kerwin Russell and Tawny
Hoemke, SRMA.

Santa Clara River near I-15, Summer 2019

Bouquet Creek – Fall 2017

14
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Pacoima Creek – Summer 2018

Lower Big Tujunga Creek – Fall 2018

Upper Big Tujunga Creek – Fall 2019

17
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Arroyo Seco Creek – Fall 2018

Big Santa Anita Creek – Winter 2017

Fish Creek – Summer 2019

18
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San Gabriel River West Fork – Spring 2018

SGR East Fork - Summer 2018

SGR North Fork – Fall 2018

19
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Bear Creek – Fall 2016

Cattle Canyon Creek – Summer 2018

Lower San Dimas Creek – Winter 2016

20
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LOS ANGELES RIVER
FISH PASSAGE AND
HABITAT
STRUCTURES
Upper LAR IRWM Group
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LA River
■ 4.4 miles from Arroyo
Seco Confluence to
Washington Boulevard
■ USACE Los Angeles
River ARBOR study
area and connecting to
upper tributaries
including Tujunga and
Arroyo Seco
■ Consistent with
Biodiversity Motion
and other adopted
plans

48

Intrinsic Potential
Steelhead Habitat
LAR/Arroyo
Seco

National Marine Fisheries Service
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2-D Modeling Results
■ There is potential to create hydraulically suitable
habitat conditions at low flows in the LA River for
Southern Steelhead
– Channel roughness
– Channel dimensions
■ Low flow channel designs do not significantly impact
flood stage
■ Modifying the riverbed can significantly improve
depth and velocity conditions for native fish
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EXISTING
FUTURE
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Scope of Work and Funding
1
Task 1: Basis of
Design Report
including outreach,
baseline studies,
laboratory physical
modeling,
preliminary design
(30% level design),
feasibility analysis,
and
options/alternatives

2
Task 2: Detailed
Design (60% level
design)

3
Task 3: CEQA and
permitting
applications (if
federal funding is
included as match,
NEPA
documentation will
be required.

4

5

6

Seeking planning
funds through the
State Wildlife
Conservation Board
2019-2020

Matching funds
from the City of LA
and Bureau of
Reclamation 20192020

May seek additional
planning and/or
implementation
funds through IRWM
and other potential
grant opportunities
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Project Partners
City of LA Riverworks
Office and Bureau of
Engineering
Stillwater Sciences

Council for
Watershed Health

California
Department of Fish
and Wildlife

Bureau of
Reclamation

Southern CA Coastal
Water Research
Project

National Marine
Fisheries Service

Arroyo Seco
Foundation
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Friends of the Los
Angeles River

28649 S. Western Ave #6308, San Pedro, CA 90734
Phone 424.302.3910

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

September 26, 2016

TO:

Tim Brick, Arroyo Seco Foundation

FROM:

Wendy Katagi, AJ Keith, and Ethan Bell, Stillwater Sciences

SUBJECT:

Arroyo Seco Native Fish Restoration Program Outline

Stillwater Sciences has prepared an initial outline for the Arroyo Seco Native Fish
Restoration Program in partnership with the Arroyo Seco Foundation (ASF). We look
forward to working with ASF and other key partners to restore native fish in the Arroyo.
This outline can be refined and augmented to integrate other opportunities such as
floodplain restoration, water quality improvements, and targeted restoration for birds
and other wildlife as well as recreational trails and open space opportunities.

2855 Telegraph Ave
Suite 400
Berkeley, CA 94705
510.848.8098
Fax 510.848.8398
279 Cousteau Pace
Suite 400
Davis, CA 95618
530.756.7550
Fax 530.756.7586

Native Fish Restoration
 Watershed approach – Assess available data from headwaters to ocean
inclusive of tributaries
o Seek projects and develop priorities that fit within overall watershedfocused approach, including efforts by CDFW and others
o Focus on 1-2 key areas (e.g., Hahamongna) to improve flow,
connectivity, and habitat that would provide essential building blocks
for continued/expanded work in the future.

850 G Street
Suite K
Arcata, CA 95521
707.822.9607
Fax 707.822.9608

PO Box 5360
Santa Cruz, CA 95063
831.786.8969

28649 S. Western Ave #6308
San Pedro, CA 90734
424.302.3910

895 Napa Ave
Suite B-4
Morro Bay, CA 93442
805.570.7499
108 NW Ninth Ave
Suite 202
Portland, OR 97209
503.267.9006
Fax 503.222.1992

 Limiting Factors Assessment
o Framework to analyze existing data
o Use nearby So Cal watersheds as surrogates for data gaps
o Identify high priority restoration actions
o Identify key data gaps
o Protecting/enhancing flows
o Aquatic habitat connectivity/passage (dependent on flows)
o Water temperature (also highly dependent on flows)
o Sediment routing/management; effects of fine sediment and lack/burial
of coarse sediment on aquatic habitat
 Conceptual model of resident and anadromous populations, including LFA
results, high priority actions
 Early targets- Identify top tier projects
o Work with CDFW, other watershed stakeholders to identify priorities
and existing efforts; ensure compatibility
o Devil’s Gate/JPL area – identify opportunities and constraints re:
sediment, riparian, and channel/aquatic habitat

www.stillwatersci.com
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o

Hahamonga – identify opportunities for habitat enhancement, possibly
reintroduction (arroyo chub, Unarmored threespine stickleback)



DNA genetics- CDFW data from John O’Brien and Jennifer Pareti steelhead DPS
or more closely related to out-of-basin hatchery stocks?



Temperature logger data- CDFW Jennifer Pareti
o Use temperature data to evaluate problem areas and best opportunities
for both aquatic and riparian habitat enhancement [CDFW is probably
doing this already]
o Possibly identify water temperature trends (if data allow), both spatially
and temporally, to help focus enhancement, fish restoration, and future
temperature monitoring and temperature management efforts



ASF water quality monitoring and other data-need to review
o “Opportunities and Constraints” memo with recommended next steps



Create implementation schedule of known project opportunities to track
progress of native fish restoration
o Comprehensive database of past, present, and planned efforts in the
watershed.
o

Create a rough order-of-magnitude budget and a funding strategy for
native fish restoration; work with CDFW and other key players on this



Look for opportunities for native fish education - Query Tim regarding existing
environmental education programs, best opportunities to dovetail with them;
CDFW is interested in native fish interpretive exhibit opportunities.



Evaluate fish reintroduction approaches
o Genetics and concepts/concerns with re-introducing fish stocks
o Approaches to supporting natural recolonization
 Natural recolonization was observed and documented in
Topanga- we published a paper on that.

Invasive plant removal and management
 Review Forest Service invasive plant management plan
 Review other invasive species plans
 Prioritize invasive species removal and management efforts with agencies
 Review NFF and Five Star Grants within the context of watershed priorities and
advise
 Consider other partners such as the Corps who is currently doing invasive
removal in the soft bottom reaches of LAR
 Use the ASWA and other watershed planning efforts to integrate invasive plant
removal and management into other projects and planning efforts
 Link to native fish restoration
-2-
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Brown Mountain Dam Assessment
 Describe habitat upstream of dam
o Resident o.mykiss upstream of dam? If so, describe population
dynamics- abundance, density, growth rates, etc.
o Estimate/evaluate production potential of habitat upstream of dam,
making connection to conceptual model and LFA results.
 Brief geomorphology team on dam status
 Review relevant docs
 Research Joint Chief Study USFS Brown Mountain Dam removal
 Identify structural engineer to assess dam safety issues and removal
 Scope sediment management study
o Describe most common sediment release concerns; i.e., SSC impacts on
aquatic species
o Describe life history timing, and methods/approaches for addressing
SSC issues. In this case, no anadromous SH downstream may be a
“benefit.” Dam removal now, before a population is re-established.

-3-
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